
4.4 Real-Time Markets and Schedules 

4.4.1 Real-Time Commitment (“RTC”) 

4.4.1.1 Overview 

RTC will make binding unit commitment and de-commitment decisions for the periods 

beginning fifteen minutes (in the case of Resources that can respond in ten minutes) and thirty 

minutes (in the case of Resources that can respond in thirty minutes) after the scheduled posting 

time of each RTC run, will provide advisory commitment information for the remainder of the 

two and a half hour optimization period, and will produce binding schedules for External 

Transactions to begin at the start of each quarter hour.  RTC will treat a Behind-the-Meter Net 

Generation Resource as already being committed and available to be scheduled.  RTC will co-

optimize to solve simultaneously for all Load, Operating Reserves and Regulation Service and to 

minimize the total as-bid production costs over its optimization timeframe.  RTC will consider 

SCUC’s Resource commitment for the day, load forecasts that RTC itself will produce each 

quarter hour, binding transmission constraints, and all Real-Time Bids and Bid parameters 

submitted pursuant to Section 4.4.1.2 below. 

4.4.1.2 Bids and Other Requests 

After the Day-Ahead schedule is published and before the close of the Real-Time 

Scheduling Window for each hour, Customers may submit Real-Time Bids into the Real-Time 

Market for real-time evaluation by providing all information required to permit real-time 

evaluation pursuant to ISO Procedures.  If the Supplier elects to participate in the Real-Time 

Market, and is within a defined electrical boundary, electrically interconnected with, and 

routinely serves a Host Load (which Host Load does not exclusively consist of Station Power) at 

a single PTID, it can only participate in the Real-Time Market as a Behind-the-Meter Net 



Generation Resource.  If a Behind-the-Meter Net Generation Resource submits Bids into the 

Real-Time Market for real-time evaluation, such Bids shall provide the forecasted Host Load for 

each hour for which Bids are submitted. 

4.4.1.2.1 Real-Time Bids to Supply Energy and Ancillary Services, other than 

External Transactions 

Intermittent Power Resources that depend on wind or solar energy as their fuel 

submitting new or revised offers to supply Energy shall bid as ISO-Committed Flexible and shall 

submit a Minimum Generation Bid of zero MW and zero cost and a Start-Up Bid at zero cost.   

Eligible Customers may submit new or revised Bids to supply Energy, Operating 

Reserves and/or Regulation Service.  Customers that submit such Bids may specify different Bid 

parameters in real-time than they did Day-Ahead.   

Incremental Energy Bids, for portions of the Capacity of Resources that were scheduled 

in the Day-Ahead Market, and/or Start-Up Bids may be submitted by Suppliers bidding 

Resources using ISO-Committed Fixed, ISO-Committed Flexible, and Self-Committed Flexible 

bid modes that exceed the Incremental Energy Bids or Start-Up Bids submitted in the Day-

Ahead Market or the mitigated Day-Ahead Incremental Energy Bids or Start-Up Bids where 

appropriate, if not otherwise prohibited pursuant to other provisions of the tariff.   

Minimum Generation Bids or Regulation Service Bids for any hour in which Resources 

received a Day-Ahead Energy schedule or a Regulation Service schedule, as appropriate, may 

not exceed the Minimum Generation Bids or Regulation Service Bids, as appropriate, submitted 

for those Resources in the Day-Ahead Market.  Provided however, a Fast-Start Resource that 

receives a Day-Ahead schedule may submit Minimum Generation Bids or Regulation Service 

Bids using ISO-Committed Fixed, ISO-Committed Flexible, and Self-Committed Flexible bid 

modes that exceed the dollar component of the Bids submitted in the Day-Ahead Market, or the 



dollar component of the mitigated Day-Ahead Bids where appropriate, if not otherwise 

prohibited pursuant to other provisions of the tariff. 

Additionally, Real-Time Minimum Run Qualified Gas Turbine Customers shall not 

increase their previously submitted Real-Time Incremental Energy Bids, Minimum Generation 

Bids, or Start-Up Bids within 135 minutes of the dispatch hour.  Bids to supply Energy or 

Ancillary Services shall be subject to the rules set forth in Section 4.2.1 of this ISO Services 

Tariff.  For Behind-the-Meter Net Generation Resources, the ISO will consider only those 

segments of the Resource’s Incremental Energy Bids above the forecasted Host Load and subject 

to the Injection Limit. 

Suppliers bidding on behalf of Generators that did not receive a Day-Ahead schedule for 

a given hour may offer their Generators, for those hours, using the ISO-Committed Flexible, 

Self-Committed Flexible, Self-Committed Fixed bid mode or, with ISO approval, the ISO-

Committed Fixed bid modes in real-time.  For Behind-the-Meter Net Generation Resources, the 

ISO will consider only those segments of the Resource’s Incremental Energy Bids above the 

forecasted Host Load and subject to the Injection Limit.  Suppliers bidding on behalf of Demand 

Side Resources that did not receive a Day-Ahead schedule to provide Operating Reserves or 

Regulation Service for a given hour may offer to provide Operating Reserves or Regulation 

Service using the ISO-Committed Flexible bid mode for that hour in the Real-Time Market 

provided, however, that the Demand Side Resource shall have an Energy price Bid no lower than 

the Monthly Net Benefit Offer Floor.  A Supplier bidding on behalf of a Generator that received 

a Day-Ahead schedule for a given hour may not change the bidding mode for that Generator for 

the Real-Time Market for that hour provided, however, that Generators that were scheduled Day-

Ahead in Self-Committed Fixed mode may switch, with ISO approval, to ISO-Committed Fixed 



bidding mode in real-time.  Generators that were scheduled Day-Ahead in ISO-Committed Fixed 

mode will be scheduled as Self-Committed Fixed in the Real-Time Market unless, with ISO 

approval, they change their bidding mode to ISO-Committed Fixed. 

A Generator with a real time physical operating problem that makes it impossible for it to 

operate in the bidding mode in which it was scheduled Day-Ahead should notify the NYISO. 

Additionally, if the Host Load of a Behind-the-Meter Net Generation Resource is greater in real-

time than was forecasted Day-Ahead such that it cannot meet its Day-Ahead schedule, it must 

notify the NYISO.  

Generators and Demand Side Resources may not submit separate Operating Reserves 

Availability Bids in real-time and will instead automatically be assigned a real-time Operating 

Reserves Availability Bid of zero for the amount of Operating Reserves they are capable of 

providing in light of their response rate (as determined under Rate Schedule 4). 

4.4.1.2.2  Real-Time Bids Associated with Internal and External Bilateral 

Transactions 

Customers may use Real-Time Bids to seek to modify Bilateral Transactions that were 

previously scheduled Day-Ahead or propose new Bilateral Transactions, including External 

Transactions, for economic evaluation by RTC, provided however, that Bilateral Transactions 

with Trading Hubs as their POWs that were previously scheduled Day-Ahead may not be 

modified.  Bids associated with Internal Bilateral Transactions shall be subject to the rules set 

forth above in Section 4.2.1.7. 

Except as provided in this section, External Transaction Bids may not vary over the 

course of an hour. Each such Bid must offer to import, export or wheel the same amount of 

Energy at the same price at each point in time within that hour.  At Variably Scheduled Proxy 


